
Food Shoot
The most important part 
of a food shoot is deciding 
on the styling and concept 
of the image. This includes 
considering composition of 
the shot, the overall feel and 
mood that will be created 
with the lighting, styling and 
props. Once these choices 
have been made you will 
need to set up you studio 
space.

How do these 
all have a 

different feel 
and still all 

work?



Setting up the Studio

One Last Thing
The idea is to make the food look appetizing. Take your time and get the lighting correct and make your 
image look like something you would like to eat. 

1. CHOOSE A BASE AND BACKGROUND: For 
the base you will want to choose something that 
matches the atmosphere you want to create in the 
image. If you are going for elegant choose darker 
tones and clean lines, or if you want to take a rustic 
approach you may choose weathered wood. The idea 
is to match the base with the tone or atmosphere you 
want your viewer to experience. 

2. SELECT PROPS: Don’t get too complicated but 
find something that will compliment the food and 
reinforce the feel you are pushing. Often this is a 
chance to compliment and emphasize color that is in 
the food.

3. COMPOSITION: Think carefully about how you 
want to present your food. Keep in mind that you 
want the food to be the main attraction. Your camera 
angle will have a huge impact at this point, make sure 
that you are sending an accurate message through 
the positioning of your camera.

4. LIGHTING: Get your lights in place, take a test 
shot. Look for a main light source, a fill light that 
compliments the main light, a little rim light, and then 
something in the background. You may need to take 
a few shots to get this right, check the exposure in 
the shadow areas. 

5. FINISHING TOUCHES: Add any final touches, 
small details like drips of water, spices or garnishes. 


